Abstract-In this paper, we present a robust variable step-size decorrelation normalized least-mean-square (RVSSDNLMS) algorithm. A new constrained minimization problem is developed by minimizing the l 2 norm of the a decorrelated posteriori error signal with a constraint on the filter coefficients in the l 2 norm sense. Solving this minimization problem gives birth to the efficient RVSSDNLMS algorithm. The convergence performance and computational complexity of RVSSDNLMS algorithm are analyzed. Finally, simulations show that the proposed RVSSDNLMS considerably outperforms the normalized least-mean-square (NLMS), robust variable step-size NLMS, and pseudoaffine projection algorithms in terms of convergence rate and steady-state error in Gaussian noise and impulsive noise environments.
Robust Variable
Step-Size Decorrelation Normalized Least-Mean-Square Algorithm and its Application to Acoustic Echo Cancellation
I. INTRODUCTION
A DAPTIVE filters have been a vital part of many modern communication and control systems, which can be used in system identification, active noise control, echo cancellation, adaptive equalization, control, beamforming, and so on [1] - [3] . Because the choice range of step-size and the transient mean-square-deviation behavior of the least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm are strongly dependent on the power of input signal [2] , [4] , the normalized least-mean-square (NLMS) can be used more effectively than the LMS in these areas.
However, the convergence speed of NLMS depends on the statistics of the input signals. The colored input signal tends to lower the convergence speed, especially for highly correlated signals like speech in acoustic echo cancellation (AEC). To reduce this drawback, various approaches and algorithms have been presented, such as transform-domain adaptive filter [5] , subband adaptive filter [6] , [7] , affine projection (AP) algorithm [8] , pseudo affine projection (pseudo-AP) algorithm [9] - [11] , prewhitening method [12] - [17] and so on. The prewhitening method uses a short decorrelation filter at the input and output signals of the algorithm, which provides better convergence speed with the price of noise enhancement. To mitigate this noise enhancement, the double direction pre-whitened LMS algorithm was proposed in [13] , where the one-tap predictor is updated using the NLMS scheme. The pseudo-AP algorithm also belongs to the prewhitening method, and its mean-square analysis was presented in [10] . The pseudo-AP and AP algorithms are equivalent, when their step-sizes are set to one. However, the pseudo-AP algorithm using small step-size suffers from stability problems. For speech and chaotic noise in adaptive noise cancellation, the decorrelation NLMS (DNLMS) had been proposed in [15] , [16] , which uses the decorrelation parameter. This algorithm had been extended to the proportionate DNLMS (PDNLMS) algorithm for the AEC, which can efficiently reduce the double-talk influence on the AEC adaptation process without double-talk detector (DTD) [17] . However, since the variance of noises is magnified two times, the DNLMS and PDNLMS algorithms will suffer high steady-state misalignment.
The above adaptive algorithms also suffer from convergence and stability problems when the filtering scenario is contaminated with alpha-stable (α − S) noise. The second-order moment of α − S noise does not exist for the characteristic exponent α < 2 [18] . The α − S noise is more impulsive in nature than that predicted by a Gaussian distribution, which is encountered in a wide variety of situations [19] , such as underwater acoustics, audio processing, broadband power line communications, robust multiuser detection, real time traffic prediction and low frequency atmospheric propagation. In echo cancellation applications, the near-end speech can also be seen as impulsive noise. To address this problem, nonlinear techniques are often employed to combat impulsive noise [20] - [25] , such as fractional lower-order moment method [20] , mixed norm method [22] , normalized least-mean M-estimate (NLMM) algorithm [25] .
In this paper, the robust variable step-size decorrelation normalized least-mean-square (RVSSDNLMS) algorithm is proposed, to improve the filter performance, with respect to the convergence rate, the steady-state estimation error and robustness against impulsive noise. The proposed algorithm is derived by minimizing the l 2 norm of the a decorrelated posteriori error signal while constraining the energy of the filter update at each iteration. Due to the use of the decorrelated direction vector and the sign of the decorrelated output error signal, the RVSSDNLMS algorithm achieves the improved convergence speed and robustness with respect to impulsive noise, compared to the robust variable step-size NLMS (RVSSNLMS) [26] and DNLMS algorithms. Theoretical results show that the misalignment vector of the proposed RVSSDNLMS algorithm converges in the mean-square sense. Finally, to illustrate the usefulness of the RVSSDNLMS algorithm, its application to AEC is presented.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A brief review of the DNLMS is presented in Section II. Section III proposes the RVSSDNLMS algorithm. Analyses of the convergence performance and computational complexity are given in Section IV. Section V presents simulation results to demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section VI.
II. REVIEW OF THE DNLMS ALGORITHM
Consider the case of system identification problem shown in Fig. 1 . The unknown coefficients and input signal at time instant n are denoted by
respectively, where L is the filter length. The observed desired signal is assumed to be corrupted by an additive noise
where υ n is the additive background noise. The estimated error between the output of unknown system and of the adaptive filter is
whereŵ n = [w 1,n , w 2,n , ..., w L,n ] T denotes the adaptive filter tap-weights at time n.
The DNLMS algorithm in [15] - [17] performs weight adaptation at iteration n in such a way as to minimize the difference value of e p,n and e p,n−1 , where
and e p,n−1 is the approximation of e p,n−1 withŵ
where a is the decorrelation parameter, the update of the DNLMS can be performed by solving the optimization problem
The solution of the problem (8) results in the weight update formula of DNLMS algorithm
and μ is the step-size.
III. THE PROPOSED ROBUST VARIABLE STEP-SIZE DNLMS ALGORITHM
In this section, we derive the robust variable step-size DNLMS algorithm. Assume the input x n is given by an autoregressive (AR) process of the form
where z n is a random variable with samples from the white random process and K is the order. Equation (10) can be written compactly in the following form:
where
Therefore, an estimate a can be found from the least squares problemâ
The decorrelated vectorx n is given bȳ
Firstly, we introduce the definitions of the a decorrelated posteriori error and a decorrelated output error signals as, respectively,ē
T nân (20) and
Then, let us consider the following constrained cost function:
where δ n is a positive sequence. This constraint guarantees that any noise sample can perturb the square norm of the filter update by at most the amount δ n , which will influence the dynamics of the algorithm and was used in [26] - [29] . Instead of finding the optimal solution of (22)- (23), we propose the robust approximate solution as follows. Case 1: If the hypersphere given by (23) has a nonempty intersection with the hyperplaneē p,n = 0, we choose the algorithm update asŵ
and 0 < μ ≤ 1 is the step-size, which is introduced to enhance the robustness due to the presence of the noise. The weight update (24) would be the DNLMS algorithm 1 with a step-size μ. The situation is graphically shown in Fig. 2(a) for the case L = 2. If μ is chosen one, the a decorrelated posteriori error is zero.
Case 2: When the hyphersphere defined by (23) has an empty intersection with the hyperplaneē p,n = 0, the algorithm 1 The weight update formula (24) is the extension of the original algorithm (9), by using the estimated vectorâ n . It is also a prewhitening algorithm [12] using the different decorrelation parameter.
update is chosen aŝ
These situations are graphically shown in Fig. 2 (b) and (c) for the case L = 2. When μ|ē n |/ x n 2 < √ δ n , the algorithm is updated as the DNLMS algorithm (24) , shown in Fig. 2(c) . However, when √ δ n < μ|ē n |/ x n 2 , the vectorŵ n +1 falls straight to the hyphersphere defined by (23) , shown in Fig. 2(b) . Thus, it will be robust with respect to the outlier.
Combining (24) and (26), we obtain that the proposed algorithm can be written in a compact way such aŝ
Following the ideas in [24] , we choose the delta sequence as
where 0 λ < 1 is a forgetting factor. Remark: Compared with the RVSSNLMS, the proposed RVSSDNLMS possesses the decorrelated property. Thus, it should achieve faster convergence speed than RVSSNLMS for highly correlated input signals. In addition, with the introduction of step-size μ, the RVSSDNLMS algorithm has better robustness in the presence of the noise.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSES

A. Mean-Square Stability
The proposed algorithm (28) may be viewed as a decorrelation NLMS algorithm
with a time-varying step-size
Compared with the NLMS [2] , the proposed algorithm is stable when the input signalx n is persistently exciting and its step-size μ belongs to (0, 1].
From (11)- (17), we know thatx n is the estimate of the white noise sequence z n rather than the original correlated x n .
This property can be verified by inserting (11) in (17) witĥ a n ≈ a.
Therefore, the proposed RVSSDNLMS algorithm (30) runs with a decorrelated direction vectorx n sign(ē n )/ x n 2 , which increases the convergence rate especially for highly correlated input signals, compared with the NLMS and RVSSNLMS algorithms.
B. Steady-State Analysis
Let v n = w opt −ŵ n . Using (28) and (29), yieldŝ
Then, the weight deviation vector is
By multiplying the equation by v T n +1 from the right, we get
Taking expectations of both sides of (34), we have
Setting
Using the approximation δ n ≈ E{δ n } in (36) yields
Taking the trace on both sides of (37), we further get
Noted thatx n is the estimate of the white noise sequence z n and using the Gaussianity assumption of v T nxn for sufficiently long filters [30] , we can have
Using the ideas developed in [26] , it can be shown that
Substituting (39) and (43) into (38), we have
Therefore, the steady-state mean square deviation (MSD) of proposed algorithm is
which shows that the proposed algorithm converges to the true system in a mean-square sense.
C. Reset Method for a System Sudden Change
The proposed algorithm (28) and (29) has the fast convergence speed and the robustness against impulsive noise. However, when the unknown system is changed suddenly, it loses the tracking capacity. It is because in the case the small value is chosen in (29) . To overcome this drawback, a simple and effective parameter reset method is proposed as follows:
, σ 2 υ and Δ are the power of noise and threshold value, respectively. To achieve robust performance against impulsive noise, the parameter t is chosen as . Thus, the initial parameter reset method should be used in this case. Usually, the threshold value Δ with 0.9 to 0.99 works well and too high or low values will lead to inappropriate reset result.
D. Complexity Analysis
The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is compared with that of conventional NLMS, RVSSNLMS, and pseudo-AP algorithms in terms of the total number of additions, multiplications, comparisons, and square-roots. With filter length L and the order K < L, the computational requirements for these adaptive filters with corresponding adaptive algorithm are summarized in Table I . Due to the computation of the coefficientâ n in (16)
the proposed algorithm and pseudo-AP have more computation complexity of ϕ(K) = O((K 2 + K)L) compared to the RVSSNLMS and NLMS algorithms, respectively. The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is similar to that of the pseudo-AP algorithm. In addition, it requires O(NlogN) operations in the reset method for the system sudden change. Although using the reset method (48)-(50) increases complexity, the increase in the complexity can be compromised by the improvement of the algorithm in tracking performance.
V. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed RVSSDNLMS algorithm. First, a system identification problem is used to examine the convergence speed, tracking capability, robustness in Gaussian and impulsive noise environments. The unknown coefficients were randomly generated and normalized to unit energy. The initial weight vector of the adaptive filter was an all zero vector. Then, an echo cancellation application was considered. The forgetting factor and an initial δ 0 are chosen as Table II . 
A. System Identification 1) Gaussian Noise:
In the first experiment, we examine the convergence performance of the proposed algorithm using the white and different colored inputs in Gaussian noise environment, where L = 64. The colored input signals are generated from AR and AR moving average models by filtering a zeromean white Gaussian random sequence through
(53)
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the system output is given by: SNR = 10log 10 be seen, for white inputs shown in Fig. 3 the proposed algorithm reaches a lower steady-state level than the NLMS, pseudo-AP, RVSSNLMS algorithms, while having the same convergence rate. For colored inputs shown in Figs. 4-6 , the convergence speed of proposed algorithm is same to the pseudo-AP. However, the pseudo-AP may suffer from convergence and stability problems, shown in Fig. 6 . Compared with the NLMS and RVSSNLMS, the proposed algorithm can converge at a faster speed while yielding a significant reduction in the steady-state MSD.
2) Impulsive Noise: In the second experiment, we examine the convergence performance of the proposed algorithm in impulsive noise environment with L = 128. In Fig. 7 , the contaminated Gaussian (CG) noise is modeled as η n = υ n + b n υ b,n , where υ n and υ b,n are both independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero mean Gaussian sequences with respective variances σ process with p = 0.7, α = 0.8 and FSNR = 5 dB [33] . As can be seen from Figs. 7 and 8, the NLMS and pseudo-AP are not robust with respect to impulsive noise, whereas the NLMM, sign algorithm (SA), RVSSNLMS, and proposed RVSSDNLMS algorithms exhibit robustness. However, the proposed algorithm offers faster convergence speed and lower steady-state MSD compared to the RVSSNLMS, SA and NLMM algorithms.
3) Tracking Performance for a System Sudden Change: In the third experiment, tracking performance for the proposed algorithm using the parameter reset method is shown in Fig. 9 , where CG noise is used with p 1 = 0.001, σ 2 b = 1000. The parameters for the reset method of the RVSSNLMS algorithm are V T = 2L, V D = 0.75 V T [24] . As shown in Fig. 9 , the proposed algorithm has better tracking performance, compared with the NLMS, pseudo-AP, NLMM, SA and RVSSNLMS algorithms.
B. AEC with Double-Talk Situations
In the fourth experiment, the performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with that of the competing algorithms for the case of an echo cancellation application with double-talk situations. In such an application, the length of the acoustic echo path would be significantly large and the adaptive filter would require thousands of taps to cancel the acoustic echo signal [34] . The structure of echo canceller and the impulse response of the acoustic echo path (L = 2048) are illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11. To achieve better performance, a classical Geigel DTD is used to suppress adaptation during periods of simultaneous far-end and near-end signals [35] in the all algorithms. The Geigel DTD declares double-talk if
where T is the detection threshold, x n is the sample of the farend signal and d n is the sample of the far-end signal filtered by the acoustic impulse response and possibly contaminated by a background noise and a near-end signal. The performance of the algorithms is measured by the normalized misalignment Misalignment (n) = 10 log 10 w opt −ŵ n In Fig. 12 , the background noise was a zero-mean white Gaussian noise signal with SNR = 40 dB. As can be seen, the pseudo-AP is highly affected by the double-talk situation. For the proposed algorithm, a larger K leads to faster convergence. Increasing K also means increased computational complexity. Therefore a proper selection of K provides good tradeoff between computational complexity and convergence rate. Due to the decorrelated property and robustness against impulsive noise, the proposed algorithm achieves faster convergence speed and lower steady-state misalignment, compared with other algorithms.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a RVSSDNLMS algorithm that updates its weight vector according to the a decorrelated posteriori error signal with a constraint on the filter coefficients in the l 2 norm optimization. The theoretical analyses show that the proposed algorithm is stable and converges in the mean square to the real system. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm performs much better than the conventional NLMS, pseudo-AP, SA and NLMM algorithms in impulsive noise environment, with respect to robustness and steady-state misalignment. However, because the proposed algorithm has high computational complexity, how to reduce its complexity in the estimate of decorrelation parameter will be the next work in the future.
